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Abstract

In continuation of recent discussions in JoP and elsewhere concerning the aptness of conversation analysis (“CA”) as a research methodology for “intercultural” interaction, this CA-study shows some procedures by which interactants overtly or covertly orient to regional or linguistic category membership where apparent trouble in hearing or understanding the talk are addressed (“other-initiated repair” [Language 54 (2) (1977) 361]). These practices of membership categorizing are inferred from different kinds of structural elaborateness beyond the basic two-part repair sequence. CA is shown to provide analytic tools which are highly suitable to detecting and describing practices of membership categorizing along regional or linguistic lines both in so-called “native/native” and “native/nonnative” interaction.
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1. Introduction

In pragmatics and related fields, a recent controversial debate has focussed on whether CA can adequately handle “foreign language interaction”, “native/nonnative interaction” or “intercultural interaction”, and if so, how it might do so (Odense conference on
“Conversation Analysis of Foreign Language Data” 1996; Wagner, 1996; Moerman, 1996; Kasper, 1997; Liddicoat, 1997; Long, 1997; Firth and Wagner, 1997, 1998; Gass, 1998; Wagner, 1998; Seedhouse, 1998; Wong and Olsher’s Interview with Schegloff, 2000a,b; Markee, 2000; Egbert, 2002; Golato, 2002; Taleghani-Nikazm, 2002; see also collection in Gardner and Wagner, in press). This question presupposes that the “foreignness” of one or more of the interactants is oriented to in the actual talk. Seedhouse thus suggests that for the purposes of CA analysis we do not initially take culture and cultural frames to be lurking somewhere ‘out there’ in the background, but to be evoked by the participants through the details of their interaction. Of course macro social structures such as ‘culture’ do exist independently of talk. However, current CA has found it necessary to ground analysis, in the first instance, in the details of the talk. (1998: 88)

So the primary question to be posed first is whether “cultural” membership emerges in the interactants’ behavior. In this vein, Moerman (1988) proposes:

(c)ontexted conversation analysis is directed towards discovering which of the many culturally available distinctions are active and relevant to the situation, how these distinctions are brought to bear, and what they consist of. (1988: 70)

Schegloff and other CA researchers have emphasized on many occasions that, no matter what kind of talk-in-interaction is analyzed, any analytic category must first be shown to be relevant to the interactants. In a recent interview “Reflections on Conversation Analysis and Nonnative Speaker Talk” (Wong and Olsher, 2000) Schegloff reiterates that the same applies to the categorical membership of “nonnative speaker”. In order to claim that the nonnativeness of a participant is relevant, he stresses that,

... you have to be able to show that somehow, and that might involve showing how nonnative speakers are ‘doing being’ nonnative speakers, thereby making relevant their categorical membership. (ibid: 114)

Wagner argues very convincingly that much of second language acquisition (“SLA”) research is misleading for analyses of linguistic membership because studies use elicited interaction as their data base.

“... by designing elicitation tasks, SLA creates the artificial collectivity of non-accountable members, of guinea pigs, whose interaction is described”. (1998: 109)

In the present paper, I will exemplify how these methodological desiderata can be addressed by building on Sacks’ concept of the “MIR membership category device” (Sacks, 1964/1965, Lecture 6, 1967, 1972a,b), as a foundation. The “Membership Inference-Rich Representative” (“MIR”) device is a “very central machinery of social

---

1 I deliberately refrain from the terminological discussion around words like “intercultural, intracultural, transcultural, interethnic, bilingual, multilingual,” etc., however, for a review, see Knapp and Knapp-Potthoff (1987), Redder and Rebtein (1987), Himmenkamp (1994), and Luchtenberg (1999). For a discussion of different notions of “culture” in respect to language, see Duranti (1997). For the purpose of this paper, the focus is restricted to membership categories based on regional and linguistic criteria.
organization” (Sacks, 1964/1965, Lecture 6: 40) by which interactants construct and locate membership categories. Since any characteristic of a person can be used as a basis for membership categorization, the analytic work to be done will have to focus on whether, and if so how, specific linguistic, regional or ethnic features of a person are used for membership categorization in talk-in-interaction.

In identifying, and especially categorizing a person, Sacks explained, a speaker can select from an unlimited number of features ranging from hair color, weight, religion, place of residence, marital status, etc. Sacks was interested in those interactional features that are made the basis of categories. He pointed out that being a member of a group does not necessarily mean that the group has a certain structure, like a political party or a volleyball team. Rather, in a particular context, any type of feature a person has may be used to form a group. In this respect, Schegloff (personal communication) emphasizes that a clear difference should be made between a “group” and a “category”. In brief, a group is a social formation of members of a category who think of themselves as a group, and who often or sometimes act by reference to the fact that they are a group. Thus, in the US, “African American” is both a group and a category, whereas “persons with black eyes” is a category.

The “I” in “MIR” stands for “inference-rich” and indicates that a member of a category is subjected to the knowledge the larger society has about the respective category.

... a great deal of the knowledge that members of a society have about the society is stored in terms of these categories. And by ‘stored in terms of’ I mean that much knowledge has some category term from this class as its subject. (Sacks, 1964/1965, Lecture 6: 40)

Depending on the context, one or more of the categories out of the unlimited number of categories available may be relevant. This led Sacks to the question of whether members use particular practices or procedures in order to select a category.

And it is perfectly obvious that Members do use one set’s categories for some statements and another set’s categories for other statements. If we’re going to describe Members’ activities, and the way they produce activities and see activities and organize their knowledge about them, then we’re going to have to find out how they go about choosing among the available sets of categories for grasping some event. (ibid: 41)

Since Sacks’ groundbreaking work on membership categorization in the 1960s and 1970s, this field of inquiry has further developed the concept of membership categorization by examining category types, practices, contextual usages and interactional achievements in a large number of settings. Hester and Eglin (1997: 2) note that from Sacks’ work,
conversation analysis and membership categorization analysis (MCI) “have developed to a large degree independently of each other, with differing attention on the part of each to the salience of the other...”. They propose that “both the sequential and categorizational aspects of social interaction inform each other” (ibid). The present study combines both strands of analysis.

This study will attempt part of an answer to the larger question Sacks posed by asking whether there are “procedures that Members have for selecting categories” (Sacks, 1964/1965: 42). In particular, I report on some practices and categories of regional and linguistic membership categorizing in one conversational activity—that of other-initiated repair. The analysis is based on authentic conversation held in German. In some interactions, “nonnative” speakers of German participate. While examining sequences in which trouble in hearing or understanding is repaired, I noticed that in some instances, the repair sequences appeared to implicate differential categorical memberships for the interactants, that is, membership emerged as a decisive factor in the trouble for the participants. It is this connection between repair and membership categorization which I will try to describe. The results demonstrate that in other-initiated repair, interactants may orient to regional origin, place of residence, and linguistic variety. They co-construct—i.e., display, assign, reject or confirm—membership categories for themselves and for their co-interactants by certain describable practices. These may involve the repair initiation, the repair operation, or post-resolution diagnoses, i.e., explicit commentary by the participants after the trouble is resolved.

Before turning to the analysis, I will first briefly explicate some of the basic structural properties of other-initiated repair (Schegloff et al., 1977, replicated for German by Selting, 1987a,b,c; Egbert, 1996, 2002) because with elaborations of the base structure, interactants may do particular work with respect to membership categorizing.

When a listener of a current turn notices problems in hearing or understanding in the talk, s/he usually takes the next turn to signal the trouble by means of a repair initiation (e.g., “huh?”, “you’re going where?”). The speaker of the trouble-source turn, in response, attempts to repair the trouble so that mutual understanding is restored and the conversation can continue. A case in point is the following spate of talk between two workers on an oil rig shortly before their daily morning meeting. Rob is at the far end of the room while Thom enters and walks to the desk with the newspapers next to the door. There is no talk prior to Thom’s turn at line 1.

(1) (‘‘newspaper wet’’; oil rig)

01 Thom: the newspapers are wet       Trouble-source
02     (0.5)
03 Rob: sorry?       Repair-initiation
04 Thom: the newspapers are wet       Repair operation

3 The transcript is prepared according to conversation analytic standards developed by Jefferson, described in Sacks et al. (1974: 731–733) and in Atkinson and Heritage (1984: ix–xvi). Speaker names have been changed to ensure anonymity. For easier reading, in most data segments I selected names of trouble-source turn speakers to start with a “T”, while names of repair-initiation turn speakers start with a “R”.
05 Rob: yeah, there was a:: hole in thee  Conversation continues
06 mail bag mine was soaked as well

While Rob’s “sorry?” (line 3) pertains to Thom’s preceding comment, it is not built to propel topical or sequential aspects of Thom’s turn but rather halts the conversational flow by signaling that Rob has trouble in hearing or understanding Thom’s utterance. In response, the speaker of the trouble-source turn helps to restore mutual understanding by repeating the problematic utterance (line 4). Depending on the kind of trouble indicated, repair operations may be done by reformulating, repeating and/or confirming the entire trouble-source turn or parts of it.

Trouble resolution may be displayed in different ways. In the prior data segment, for instance, Rob’s next action after the repair sequence consists of a continuation of the sequence by responding to the comment in line 1; he provides a reason why the newspaper is wet and adds that his was “soaked as well” (line 6). Rob thus implicitly acknowledges that his trouble is repaired. In such cases, the repair sequence is brief in that it takes only two turns, one to indicate the trouble and a subsequent repair operation to restore intersubjectivity. Other sequences may involve a third turn with a success marker. When the response to the repair initiation does not suffice to resolve the trouble, the repair initiation turn speaker can launch a second attempt to which the trouble-source turn speaker responds to resolve the trouble. Such a succession of two adjacency pairs to fix a problem in hearing or understanding is called a “multiple” (Schegloff et al., 1977: 369, footnote 15). In very rare cases, more than two repair initiations are necessary to restore mutual understanding.

Sometimes, other-initiated repair is used not so much for handling trouble in hearing or understanding as for pre-disagreements or to mask other, more delicate or serious interactional issues (see, for example, Schegloff, 1987). A case in point is the data sample below from a coffee table conversation. The repair initiation (line 3) is Rita’s response to her husband Rita’s reproach (lines 1–2) in which he blames her for having bumped him.4

> (2) (“staudn”; FAC, low German dialect; simplified)

01 Theo: (häss) du mi denn unbedingt staudn (have) you me then absolutely bumped did you have to bump

*Rita turns gaze to Theo

02 *(müsen)= *(must)=

03 me=

*Rita turns gaze to Theo

=wä

=who

---
4 Since the data base is German, a set of three lines is used, the first one for the original German, the middle one containing a word-by-word gloss and the bottom one with a more idiomatic English translation. The gloss may also contain the following abbreviations: PRT for modal particle, PRF for prefix of the main verb, RFL for a reflexive pronoun. An asterisk (*) in the line of talk indicates the beginning of a nonvocal action which is described in italics in the line above, also marked by an asterisk.
The delicate issue here is both the action of reproaching and its harshness. Theo blames Rita unswervingly, implying that she would do such a thing intentionally; he is reproaching his wife in front of other family members around a coffee table, and he does this with an irritated tone of voice. In the repair initiation Rita deals with the complaint by questioning who the culprit was, thus implying that it wasn’t her. There are, however, two indications that Rita has already identified herself as recipient: she has shifted her gaze towards Theo (line 2), and Theo and Rita are the only coparticipants in this gathering of family members who speak low German dialect. So it seems that the issue in initiating repair here is not so much to indicate trouble in hearing or understanding, but rather to give Theo a chance to lessen the severity of his reproach or to withdraw it. On this account, the repair initiation is also an attempt to cover the severity of the situation; however, Theo does not play along with Rita’s maneuver. In response to Rita’s repair initiation and blame refusal, Theo deals with Rita’s denial by insisting that it was her “du” (“you”, line 4) who bumped him, upon which Rita explicitly rejects Theo’s reproach (line 5). This familiar action of using repair to mask a more precarious matter is taken up again towards the end of the main analysis in a less common context.

This description of other-initiated repair provides a background for the ensuing analysis, in which I will show how some particular properties can be used, among other things, for practices of membership categorization. These include different kinds of elaborateness involving the repair initiation, the repair operation, and diagnostic commenting after trouble resolution.

2. Practices of regional and linguistic membership categorizing in other-initiated repair

The practices of membership categorizing presented in this main analytic part of the paper share the feature that the repair initiation targets a lexical item in the trouble-source turn as problematic, either by way of pronunciation or by way of selecting a lexical item from a language variety not (easily) accessible to other coparticipants. I will next present four practices of regional or linguistic membership categorizing: (1) translation as repair operation, (2) post-trouble-resolution “diagnosis”, (3) speakers’ successive repair initiations forming an alliance along dialectal lines, and (4) structural elaborateness due to nonnative language deficiency. Since two such practices sometimes occur in the same stretch of talk, I have arranged them in such a way that each of the four analytic parts introduces a new practice; a previously discussed practice may also be involved. The four practices occur (1) in response to the repair initiation, (2) as explicit post-resolution commenting, (3) when several speakers successively initiate repair, and (4) in complex series of (up to seven) interrelated repair initiations.
2.1. Translation as repair operation

When a repair initiation targets a lexical item as repairable due to its linguistic particularity, the repair operation may bring this feature out in the open and thus engage in membership categorizing along linguistic lines. The practice to be exemplified by the following data segment consists of repairing the trouble by means of translation. The repair sequence stems from a conversation among seven native German speakers having dinner. Tina is telling a story about an event during her year at a US university. She uses the American descriptor “frat guys”, which turns out to be problematic for Robi. To give English readers a better feel for the language switch, the English gloss and translation in the transcript feature the lexical item of interest in German. The trouble-source turn is at line 1, the repair initiation at line 6 and the repair operation at line 8.

(3) (“frat guys”; AIK, simplified)

01 Tina: das warn eben auch son paar there were PRT also such few there were also some
02 frat guys, .hh die burschenschaftler, .hh they burschenschaftler, .hh who
03 hochgradig ( ) extremely ( ) wanted to be extremely
04 sein *wollten=
05 Tina: [=die warn total besoffen [=they were total drunk [they were totally drunk [ 06 Robi: [w- wie hießen die? [h- how named they? [w- what were they called? 07 (0.6)
08 Tina: burschenschaftler. fraternity members. fraternity guys.
Robi’s repair initiation (line 6) singles out “frat guys” as the repairable in Tina’s preceding turn. At this point it is not clear whether his trouble lies in hearing it properly (an acoustic problem) or in not understanding this English word (lack of culture- or language-specific knowledge). Tina’s subsequent repair operation consists of translating the English word to German, thus displaying that she takes Robi’s trouble to originate in a lack of culture- or language-specific knowledge of English. This is corroborated by Tina’s insistence on having culture-specific knowledge and marking it as such by using the English in her original utterance even though there is a roughly adequate German term, as she shows in her repair operation. Since the term “frat guys” hardly belongs to the lexicon Germans learn when studying English at school, Tina implicitly assigns herself to a category of persons intimately familiar with university life in the US. The usage of “frat guys” introduces an issue of linguistic boundaries which, at its point of occurrence, is not (yet) connected to repair. Tina imposes a requirement on the recipients that they be able to join her in her knowledge of this English term. Put differently, Tina implicitly introduces the issue of linguistic membership categorization by using an English term, and explicitly by using a translation as repair operation. Whereas in her trouble-source turn she shows an orientation to the linguistic membership of her interlocutors as ones who would understand this English term, in the repair operation it becomes obvious that at least Robi, who initiated the repair, does not belong to that category. In this way, a dividing line on the basis of linguistic membership has emerged between the trouble-source turn speaker and the repair initiation turn speaker.

Robi does not vocally display that his trouble is resolved; however, an analysis of his changes in posture provides some evidence that the repair is successful. Shortly before his repair initiation, he bends his torso from an upright position closer towards Tina. Immediately after Tina has finished the translation into German (“burschenschaftler”, line 8), Robi moves his torso back to his upright position and sustains this posture along with steady eye gaze, thus signaling listenership (Goodwin, 1980). Tina picks up her story telling, thus also displaying that she takes the trouble to be resolved. Schefflen (1964) has demonstrated similar shifts in position as marking the beginning and ending points of conversational activities.
2.2. Post-trouble-resolution “diagnoses”

After trouble resolution there is a position where interactants can—instead of continuing the suspended focus—engage in talk about the nature and source of the trouble (Schegloff, 1990–1993, 1995).⁵ These “diagnoses”—more informally referred to as “post mortems”—occur after trouble resolution and are used by participants to draw a connecting line between the trouble and some other feature involved in the interaction. This is sometimes used for membership categorization. I will first analyze one example of such a diagnosis to show the general practice, then several data segments follow in which this practice is used for membership categorizing.

In segment (4) below from a dinner conversation, the trouble-source turn speaker comments after the two-part repair sequence that his trouble is due to a hearing problem (line 12–13). Prior to the fragment represented in the transcript, the coparticipants had been talking about moths they had just noticed flying in the air. Readers of English are asked to also parse the German, since the repair revolves around the fact that the repair initiation “kamel wü"rmer” (“camel worms”, line 4) is phonetically almost identical with the trouble source “paar mehlwü"rmer” (“some meal worms”, line 1). Meal worms (“mehlwü"rmer”) are the larvae of beetles that may infest flour and other grain products.

(4) (“mehlwü"rmer”; AIK, simplified)

01 Tina:  habt ihr schon n paar me:hlwürme
          have you guys already a few flou:re wor
          have you guys already discovered a few

02 entdeckt? so kleine?
discovered? so little?
mea:l worms? such little ones?

03 (0.5)

04 Ronny:  kame:l[ü:rmer?
camel[wo:rm\?
[  

05 Tina:  [da-
   [there-

06 Tina:  [meh:lwürmer
         [mea:l worms
  
07 Stefan: [he he he he he

⁵ A similar phenomenon has been described for overlap resolution. Schegloff (2000b: 33) shows that after overlap resolution and “post-overlap resolution”, there is a “post-post-resolution” place “… at which one or both of the parties can take a stance toward the ‘event’ that has just occurred.”
The two-part repair sequence (initiation at line 4 and operation at line 6) exemplifies the prototypical format of other-initiated repair. Although as a next action the talk could continue, Ronny obviously finds it necessary to explain the nature of his trouble, almost certainly because his repair initiation has prompted laughter by Stefan and subsequently by some other participants. Stefan’s turn “he he he he he KAME::Lwu¨mer” (“he he he he he CA::MEL worms”, line 7–8) is positioned directly after the repair initiation and draws attention to the humorous aspect of Ronny’s erroneous hearing. Stefan’s action not only potentially ridicules Ronny’s trouble, but also minimizes Ronny’s attempt to achieve trouble resolution by (a) the positioning of the laughter directly after the repair initiation and in overlap with Tina’s repair operation, (b) by the loudness of the laughter, and (c) by the contagious nature of the laughter on the other participants. After some other listeners join in the laughter, Ronny explains the nature of his trouble. Thus, in this case, the diagnosis is prompted by the laughter. It connects the repair with the laughter in that it not only displays that his trouble is resolved but also—and maybe more importantly—orients to his humorous, self-mocking approach to repair initiation in order to set the record straight.

How can this structure be put to work for cultural membership categorizing? Two of the structural features contained in the repair instance above play a part, namely that in the repair sequence, some interactional activity in addition to repair occurs, and that this interactional activity is subject to diagnosis. In the following data segment of two native speakers of German, Tina is talking to Rita about an article which she found difficult to read. She describes the article metaphorically as “zee” (“tough”, literally meaning “viscous”). After a brief silence, Rita initiates repair (line 3), upon which Tina rewords the trouble-source turn to resolve the trouble (line 4). Next, Rita responds with a success marker and a contrastive rendering of the repairable “zee” as “zäh” (line 5). This utterance prompts the ensuing diagnostic element (line 6) in which Tina engages in membership
categorization by indicating that her place of origin is relevant to this piece of the interaction.

(5) (‘‘zee’’; recorded from memory shortly after its occurrence)

01 Tina: das is voll zee.
that is fully viscous.
it’s very tough.

02 ((brief silence))

03 Rita: was is das?
what is that?
it’s what?

04 Tina: das zieht sich so hin
that drags itself so PRE
it’s a drag to read

05 Rita: ach so:: zäh.
oh i see:: viscous.
oh i see:: tough.
*smiling

-> 06 Tina: *ja ich kommaus ostfriesland
*yes i come from east frisia

Where exactly can we find the first traces of the full-fledged membership categorization in the diagnosis? Let us first examine the repair operation. Note that Tina responds to the repair initiation not by repeating the troublesome word targeted specifically by the repair initiation, but rather by paraphrasing the repairable. Although we do not have access to the reason why she does not repeat the troublesome lexical item or adjusts its pronunciation to a more standard variety, we can hypothesize that Tina possibly makes this choice because a repetition of “zee” (“viscous” or “tough”) would not be a sufficient repair operation. This would be a similar repair operation as in the data segment “frat guys” (segment 3 above), where the trouble-source turn speaker translates the repairable from English to German in order to resolve the trouble. An alternative analysis is offered by Schegloff (p.c.) who proposes that Tina may have selected this particular repair operation because the repairable consists of a metaphorical construction which is a physical image for a cognitive activity. When prompted by the repair initiation, she may have realized that this metaphor was too abstract. Accordingly, Tina’s repair operation fixes the metaphor and describes the problem in a much more literal way “das zieht sich so hin” (“it’s a drag to read”, line 4). Still, our analysis of the repair operation does not make it clear (or even likely) that the operation contains an implicit trace of what emerges soon after as an orientation to linguistic variety and place of origin.

A closer look at the diagnosis reveals that it is prompted by the prior turn, namely Rita’s “ach so:: zäh.” (“oh i see:: tough”, line 5). Does this turn after the repair operation contain
any elements of membership categorization? It starts with a success marker “ach so::” (“oh i see::”) by which she indicates a change of state (Heritage, 1984) from deficiency in understanding to understanding. She completes the turn by adding a kind-of-repetition of a lexical item from line 1 (“zee” repeated as “zäh”). This is where orientation to linguistic variety arises. The first difference between Tina’s “zee” and Rita’s repetition “zäh” lies in a closed versus open pronunciation of the vowel, i.e., a regional variation. The second difference is that in the repeated version, Rita marks the lexical item with contrastive stress. Rita thus indicates that her trouble expressed in line 3 by “was is das?” (“it’s what?”) originates not in an acoustic problem but rather in Tina’s pronunciation. So we can conclude that membership categorization is implicitly present in this turn in that the repair initiation turn speaker marks a difference in linguistic variety in the area of pronunciation. This is the element that prompts the diagnosis in the next turn, in which the trouble-source turn speaker engages in membership categorizing by stating her place of origin “ja ich komm aus ostfriesland” (“yes i come from east frisia”, line 6). Note that the turn-initial “ja” (“yes”) establishes the connection to the prior turn even before producing the diagnosis. It registers the particular matter that is going to prompt the subsequent diagnosis.

The important point to be made about both diagnoses is, as Schegloff (p.c.) notes, that the diagnostic element is prompted by something other than the repair. In both data exemplars containing diagnoses (fragment (4) “kamelwürmer” and fragment (5) “zee”), someone has made ‘a big deal’ of the trouble, in “kamelwürmer” by laughing about the repair initiation and in “zee” by the contrastive stress “ach so:: zäh.” (“oh i see:: tough.”, line 5).

In sum, the diagnosis is positioned after trouble resolution. From a sequence structural perspective, the diagnosis occupies its own turn position. It is placed directly after the additional activity by which it is prompted and to which it is addressed. The diagnosis makes explicit some implicit aspect of an element in the prior talk to which it is related. In this way, it can be seen as a collaborative activity. Diagnostic elements can be used, among other things, for membership categorizing, as in (5) (“zee”), where the diagnosis connects the repair with the trouble-source turn speaker’s regional origin, and the element which prompted the diagnosis orients to linguistic variety in the area of pronunciation. Diagnosis used for membership categorization also occurs in the extracts provided in the next section of this paper in combination with further practices of membership categorization.

2.3. Several speakers’ successive repair initiations form alliance along dialectal lines

This section deals with sequence structural variations of other-initiated repair that are specifically designed to build alliances. I will first show how successive repair initiations by different speakers before the repair operation constitute a collaborative achievement through which the repair initiation speakers form an alliance and draw a line between themselves and the trouble-source turn speaker. Against this background, the analysis will then focus on how interactants use such a practice of affiliation to establish, reject and negotiate category membership. In order to show the general structure and interactional

---

6 See Goodwin and Goodwin (1990: 102), Lerner (1993) and Egbert (1997) for more detailed treatments of this practice.
achievement of this practice, I will first describe alliance building through successive repair initiations by analyzing a repair segment not involving membership categorizing.

For better orientation, some ethnographic background information for the following transcript may be in order. The coparticipants in this fragment are four sisters (Toni, Rita, Resi and Ruth). Prior to this excerpt, they have talked about a person called "Elisabeth", who is the sister-in-law of another sister Margreth—one not party to this interaction. All co-present sisters know Elisabeth from Margreth’s wedding and similar family occasions. Toni has been telling a story about a trip to the Black Forest she took with her husband, where they happened to pass by the city where Elisabeth lives (Toni lives in northern Germany and the Black Forest is in southern Germany). As Toni reports, she and her husband debated dropping in on Elisabeth. At line 1, one of the sisters refers to the necessity of knowing Elisabeth’s family name in order to find out her address.

(6) ("zahn"; CAE, low German)

*Resi gazes at Toni

01 Resi: *wees du denn den husnomen?
*do you know the family name?

02 Tina: zahn.
((last name literally meaning "tooth").)

03 Toni: zahn.

-> 04 Resi: zah:n [hätt die?
 too:th [is called she?
 zah:n is her name?
 []

-> 05 Rita: [za:a[hn?
 [ [*Toni points with left index finger to her teeth

06 Toni: [*ja hier zahn.
 [*yes here tooth.

-> 07 Rita: dat wüss ick auk nich
 that knew i also not
 that i didn’t know either

-> 08 Resi: wüss ick auk nich
 knew i also not
 i didn’t know either

09 Rita: so eefach
 so simple
 as simple as that

10 Toni: ja
 yes ((continues story))
Apparently, Resi and Rita’s trouble with this name is due to the fact that “zahn” (meaning “tooth”) is an unusual family name. This is implied in Toni’s repair operation, in which she first delivers a confirmation token “ja” (“yes”), while simultaneously pointing to her teeth, a locational gesture of the type “directional” (Schegloff, 1984) whose affiliate in the talk “hier” (“here”) follows immediately. The indexical “hier” (“here”) is filled with meaning by the gesture and the ensuing word “zahn” (“tooth”).

Like in the two previous repair instances, the interactants use the space after the repair proper to engage in talk about their pre-repair state of knowledge (lines 7 and 8). First, Rita comments that she did not know the name of the person being talked about, then Resi echoes this statement and tags on to Rita. This repetition along with her “auk” (“also”) is a practice of affiliation, which serves to confirm the previous affiliative practice Rita performed by echoing Resi’s repair initiation.7

The combination of successive repair initiations to build a coalition together with the post-resolution commenting can be used in the practice of linguistic and regional membership categorizing, as exemplified by the next repair segment. The alliance is built by three speakers’ successive repair initiations, forming an alliance against the trouble-source turn speaker. The diagnosis involves several speakers who explicate, reject, and insist that the trouble source originates in dialectal speech and regional habitat. The repair emerges during an afternoon coffee conversation among the four sisters Tina, Resi, Rita and Ruth, and Tina’s grown-up daughter Bärbel. Prior to the segment displayed below, Resi has been telling Bärbel about a wedding at which the dinner menu was placed on the table behind a mock menu in low German dialect. Among its choices, the mock menu included an item “muckefuck”, a word for grain coffee in a particular low German dialect. At line 1, “die falsche” (“the false one”) refers to the mock menu. The three successive repair initiations are marked as “R1”, “R2” and “R3”, respectively in the left margin of the transcript; the diagnosis is marked as “D”.

(7) (‘‘pättkusener’’; CAE)

01 Resi: die falsche. martin und susanne hatten das stehen
      the false one. martin and susanne had it standing

02 dann hatten se den davorgestellt.
      then had they it before it put.

      ((word for coffee))

[*Tina gazes to Bärbel

---

7 Note that this repetition is much more explicit than the collection of repetitions Schegloff (1996) identifies and analyzes as “confirming allusions”.
Tina: [*ja das sagt man wohl
[*yes that says one PRT
[*yes that’s what one says

Tina: zu pättkusener ne?
to ((word for coffee)) right?
For pättkusener right?

*Rita and Ruth shift gaze to Tina

*(1.0)

Rita: [bi:t[e::?
[pa:rd[o::n?

Resi: [he:::

Ruth: [bi[tte? he::=
[pa[rdon? he::=

Resi: [wat is dat denn
[what is that then
[so what is that

Rita: -he [hi:::

Rita [ha

Tina: [dat is auk- dat is’selbe äs muckefuck.
[that is als- that is the same as muckefuck.

Ruth: [(tina)

Resi: pättkusener [kenn ich nich
pättkusener [know i not
i don’t know pättkusener

Resi: pättkusener ( )

Rita: wo sägget se dat dann [in mittelstadt?
where say they that then [in midtown?
so where do they say that [in midtown?

Rita: [dat weed ick nich!
[that know i not!
[i don’t know that!

Tina: [dat weed ick nich!
[that know i not!
[i don’t know that!

Rita: wo sägget se dat dann [in mittelstadt?
where say they that then [in midtown?
so where do they say that [in midtown?

Rita: [dat weed ick nich!
[that know i not!
[i don’t know that!
Bärbel, a non-dialect speaker, shows amusement about the low German term “muckefuck” (“grain coffee”, line 3). Her mother Tina reacts by providing a less common synonym “pättkusener” (lines 4 and 5). All three of Tina’s sisters successively initiate repair on Tina’s turn, claiming that they do not know this word. In this way, they build an alliance, drawing a line between themselves as the ones who don’t know this word, and casting Tina on the other side of the dividing line as the one who does know it.

The ensuing diagnosis brings language variety to the surface as the basis for this division. The diagnosis is based on the fact that Tina moved away from their home village to a midsize town “Mittelstadt”, where the low German dialect differs slightly. The dividing line of Mittelstadt dialect (Tina) versus non-Mittelstadt dialect (Ruth, Rita, Resi) is subject to the following negotiation. After Resi insists that she doesn’t know this word (line 15), Rita inquires “wo sägget se dat dann” (“so where do they say that”, line 17), thus insinuating that this word is not used in their shared place of heritage. In overlap, she continues her turn by adding a candidate answer to her question “in mittelstadt?” which is Tina’s current place of residence. She thus suggests that the troublesome term “pättkusener” is indigenous to Mittelstadt. Tina can hear this last part only in overlap with her own response to the first part of Rita’s question. She claims “dat weed ick nich!” (“i don’t know that!”, line 18) and in this way refuses to accept the basis of the linguistic dividing line having been drawn. The negotiation is continued in the next turn, in which Ruth confirms Rita’s prior candidate answer with the repetition “dat is mittelstadt” (“that is midtown”, line 19). Still, Tina does not accept this and expresses her doubts with a “ja?” (“yes?”, line 20).

The examination of these two instances of repair (segment 5 “zee” and 7 “pättkusener”) yields the description of two practices by which interactants establish and even negotiate membership from moment to moment. Diagnosis in general, and diagnosis as a practice used for membership categorizing, can be done either by the trouble-source turn speaker, as in (5) “zee”, or by the trouble-source turn speaker(s), as in (7) “pättkusener”. Thus it can vary which sort of participant brings it out into the open (Schegloff, p.c.).

Such endogenous definitions of categories and the allocation of members to the defined category very clearly demonstrate the power of Sacks’ MIR membership category device. Even if from an exogenous perspective the researcher has access to potential criteria of category membership along linguistic and regional lines, such as in the “pättkusener”-segment (e.g., each participant’s regional heritage and linguistic choice, their present habitat, their family relations are known), the participants show which of these features are relevant to them at a specific moment in the interaction. This analysis may serve to stress that a researcher can hardly predict which of the ethnographic features of a person will become relevant to the person or to his/her interactants at a given moment in the social encounter.
2.4. Structural elaborateness due to nonnative language deficiency

In the cases presented so far, the analysis has shown that interactants involved in other-initiated repair may deal with other interactional issues connected to the repair activity. The ones used for linguistic and regional membership categorizing all build upon greater structural complexity relative to the base sequence. The next instance of repair shares two characteristics with some of the cases already analyzed in that the trouble-source is subject to repair due to its pronunciation, and in that it contains a diagnostic element, though one that functions differently than the ones discussed so far. The new point to be presented is that membership categorization in this case is analytically based on structural arguments, i.e., there is no overt treatment of the categorization. I will argue that the structural elaborateness of the repair sequence is due to the low proficiency of the nonnative speaker, and thus, there is implicit orientation to his language performance as “nonnative”.

This approach emulates CA studies of institutional interaction (see the collection edited by Drew and Heritage, 1992a) in which “the basic forms of mundane talk constitute a kind of benchmark against which other more formal or ‘institutional’ types of interaction are recognized or experienced” (Drew and Heritage, 1992b: 19). Such a comparative analysis “may thus offer a principled approach to determining what is distinctive about interactions involving, for example, the specialisms of the school or the hospital or the asymmetries of status, gender, ethnicity, etc. A clear implication is that comparative analysis that treats institutional interaction in contrast to normal and/or normative procedures of interaction in ordinary conversation will present at least one important avenue of theoretical and empirical advance”. (ibid: 19)

I will propose that in interaction where one or more participants display a low proficiency in the language being used, this frequently materializes in structural elaborateness of the basic two-part repair sequence. These sequential expansions are collaboratively achieved and appear to be characteristic manifestations of the “nonnativeness” of a participant (for a different case, see Egbert et al., in press). Due to space restrictions, only one such example is presented here.

The analysis shows that a nonnative speaker’s low level articulation and comprehension skills give rise to the repair initiation, necessitating a difficult and complex process to achieve mutual understanding. In three steps, the analysis first deals with the complexity of the first repair initiation (a “triple” with three turn-construction units). Second, the analysis turns to structural complexity, in that a set of seven repair initiations, with their own internal structure, is necessary to resolve the trouble. In the third step, the analysis focuses on a diagnostic element which sparks curiosity due to the repair initiation turn speaker’s claiming that the nature of the problem lies in a technical transfer problem, thus masking the issue of Caller’s repair-engendering speech. The repair instance I am about to present takes up most of a two-minute telephone call placed to the telephone company’s (“Telekom”) directory information. Prior to presenting the entire call itself, we will analyze the repair initiation turn.

2.5. Complex repair initiation turn

Typically, a repair initiation turn consists of a single, relatively short turn-constructional unit, i.e., a unit which could constitute a turn by itself. In rare cases, the repair initiation turn
features two turn-constructional units, i.e., a “double” (Schegloff, 1990–1993, Lectures), as exemplified in the next data sample, where Rita and Anna are talking about a little boy’s unwillingness to join them at the table.

(8) (‘‘wer? der kleine?’’; DAA1, simplified)

01 Rita: will er nich?
want he not?
doesn’t he want to?

02 Anna: nein
no

-> 03 Ralf: wer? der [underline]kleine?  
who? the [underline]little?  
who? the [underline]little one?

The repair initiation turn is composed of two turn-constructional units (line 3), the first one in form of a question word “wer?” (“who”, line 3), followed by a more specific candidate understanding “der kleine?” (“the little one?”). Each of these turn-constructional units could serve as a proper repair initiation by itself.

In comparison, a repair initiation with three turn-constructional units seems exceptionally rare. At lines 10–11 below, a caller with a strong nonnative accent articulates his request for a telephone number to the telephone company’s directory information service. In response, the Telekom operator initiates repair with three turn-constructional units, each of which could constitute a repair initiation by itself (marked as “1a”, “1b”, “1c” in the transcript).

(9) (“bremen meldeamt”, after opening sequence)

10 Caller: ah: ich- ich möchte ah::: m-
uh: i- i would like uh::: r-
uh: i- i would like uh::: r-

11 meldeamt blemen?
registration office blemen?
registration office blemen?

12 (0.2)

13 Caller: telefonnummer haben. .hh können sie telephone number have. .hh could you telephone number. .hh could you (ould)

14 (ürden) mir diese telefonnummer? (ould) to me thisv telephone number? me this telephone number?
The repair initiation is made even more complex in that the Telekom operator starts her turn with an audible inbreath “.hh” and the initiation of self repair “eh”. As in doubles, in this “triple”, the individual turn-constructional units are ordered in terms of increasing specificity (Schegloff, 1990–1993). The speaker first indicates generalized trouble (1a), then signals that she has trouble identifying the city (1b) and finally guesses the city name in form of a partial repeat with variation in pronunciation (1c). This elaborate turn structure may be taken as a sign of the magnitude of the speaker’s problem in understanding Caller’s request. Cases involving more complexities will be discussed next.

2.6. Repair activity

In the introductory section of this paper I showed that after the base repair sequence, the repair initiation turn speaker may launch a second repair initiation if his or her trouble is not resolved, resulting in a “multiple”. Whereas after two rounds the repair operation is usually over, the following series of seven repair initiations by the same speaker, all yielding repair operations, sparks curiosity because this unusual complexity may already indicate that interactants are struggling heavily to restore mutual understanding.

I will now show that there is an internal order to these seven repair initiations (Schegloff, p.c.). As displayed in the transcript below, the first repair initiation, examined above, targets the entire preceding turn as troublesome, after which the turn gradually moves to more specificity by zeroing in on the city name. The next six repair initiations are ordered as sets of two, i.e., three multiples, in that the two repair initiations in each multiple target a different aspect of the trouble-source turn: first the city name, then the name of an institution in that city, and finally the particular agency possibly referred to by the named institution.

The entire repair activity is framed by a preceding telephone opening sequence (identification and greeting sequences, lines 1–8) and a subsequent closing (thank you sequence, lines 77 and 78). The seven repair initiations in this two-minute long phone conversation are identified by numbered arrows in the left margin. Their internal structure is indicated in how the arrows are marked in the left margin of the transcript. Arrow 1 points to the first repair initiation targeting the entire trouble-source turn, arrows 2a/2b identify the multiple targeting the city name, arrows 3a/3b mark the multiple targeting the institution, and arrows 4a/4b the multiple targeting the agency. An arrow with a “D” marks the diagnostic element to be dealt with later.

---

8 First I assumed that all seven repair initiations are ordered as one multiple with seven rounds. Then Schegloff (p.c.) proposed to me an alternative, which is now presented.
(10) ("blemen meldeamt", complete call)

01 Computer: deutsche telekom. willkommen bei der 
german telekom. welcome at the 
german telephone company. welcome at

02 auskunft. sie werden gleich 
information. you become soon 
directory information. you will

03 bedient. 

04 Computer: legen sie nicht auf 

05 hang you not up 
don't hang up

06 Telekom: tag.=gisela weiβ,=
day.=((first name last name) ),=

07 hello.=gisela weiβ,=

08 Caller: .hh hallo guten ta:g (0.2) hier ist hugan 

09 .hh hello good da:y (0.2) here is ((last name)) 

10 Caller: .hh hello good da:y (0.2) this is hugan

11 (0.7)

12 Caller: ah: ich- ich möchte ah::: m-

13 uh: i- i would like uh::: r-

14 uh: i- i would like uh::: r-

15 meldeamt blemen? 
registration office blemen?
registration office blemen?

16 (0.2)

17 Caller: telefonnummer haben. .hh können sie 
telephone number have. .hh could you

telephone number. .hh could you (ould)

18 (ürden) mir diese telefonnummer? 
(ould) to me thisv telephone number?

19 me this telephone number?
1--> 15 Telekom: °.hh eh, ich versteh . sie kaum.°
°.hh uh, i understand you hardly.°
°.hh uh, i hardly understand you.°

1--> 16 in welcher stadt jetzt?= in which city now=?

1--> 17 in berlin?

18 Caller: nein nein ich bin (in) blemen meldeamt.
no no i am (in) blemen registration office.

19 (0.8)

20 Caller: ich müçchte eine telefonnummer von blemen
i would like a telephone number of blemen
i would like a telephone number of blemen

21 meldeamt haben.
registration office have.
registration office.

22 (0.5)

23 Telekom: °tz°
°tch° ((smacks lips))

24 (0.2)

25 Caller: verstehn sie mich?
understand you me?
do you understand me?

26 (0.8)

2a--> 27 Telekom: .hh von- nee- könn`n sie mal buchstabileRen?
.hh of- no- could you PRT spEll?
.hh of- no- could you spEll?

28 (0.7)

2a--> 29 Telekom: .hh [eh- eh versuchen ob das-
.hh [uh- uh try whether that-
.hh [uh- uh try whether that-

30 Caller: [ble- blemen

31 Telefon: is das jetzt der ort
is that now the place
is that now the place

2a--> 32 Telekom: der- was sie mir buchstabieren?
the- what you to me spell?
the- what you´re spelling for me?
33 (0.8)

34 Caller: bremen meldeamt
bremen registration office

35 (2.0)

2b-> 36 Telekom: .hh hh blü men? ((hohe Stimmlage))
.hh hh blü men? ((high pitch))

37 Caller: ja bremen.
yes bremen.

38 (0.1)

39 Caller: stadt bremen.
city bremen.
the city of bremen.

40 (0.2)

41 Telekom: ach BRE:MEN.
oh BRE:MEN.

42 Caller: ja
yes

D -> 43 Telekom: "bre::men. oh das kommt aber schlecht an."
"bre::men. oh that arrives but bad PRF."
"bre::men. oh that gets here very badly."

3a-> 44 .hh so:. und- und dort bitte?
.hh so:. and- and there please?

45 (0.7)

46 Caller: eh bremen melde amt.
uh bremen registration office.

47 (0.7)

3b-> 48 Telekom: fern melde amt.
telecommunication registration office.

49 Caller: ja.
yes.

50 (0.8)

51 Telekom: moment.
moment.
one moment.
52  (0.5)
53  Caller:  eh [ich
          uh [i
4a-> 54  Telekom:  [also telekom mein´n sie
[so telekom mean you
[so you mean telekom
55  Caller:  nein nein [mel- melde amt.
    no no [reg- registration office.
      [w(ie)
      [(how)
57  Caller:  ich möchte um- umzugen
i would like mo- move
58  Caller:  nach bremen
to bremen
59  (0.2)
60  Caller:  [(haben sie das)
[(have you that)
[(do you have that)
4b-> 61  Telekom:  [also die stadtverwaltung
[so the city administration
62  (0.2)
63  Caller:  stadt[verwaltung
city [administration
64  Telekom:  [die stadtverwaltung in bremen=
[the city administration in bremen=
[the city administratin in bremen=
65  Telkom:  gut kleinen moment.
good little moment.
okay just a moment.
66  Caller:  ja: warte.
yes: wait.
yes: i´ll wait.
67  ((3 seconds silence))
Both the repair-initiation turn speaker and the trouble-source turn speaker employ a variety of strategies towards trouble resolution. The repair-initiation turn speaker handles the trouble through dividing it up. She accomplishes this in a structural fashion by dealing with different parts of the trouble-source turn separately—first city, then institution, finally agency. This strategy of divide-and-conquer may be a manifestation of the institutional setting: the directory information agent typically needs the city name first to specify her search in the computer. However, this strategy alone is not successful. For each partial repairable, a multiple is necessary because Caller’s repair operations provide only incremental help towards trouble resolution, which itself is achieved in the following way.

The first "triple"-unit repair initiation (lines 15–17) narrows the trouble down to the city. The ensuing repair operation consists of rejecting the proposed city (line 18) and then repeating essential elements of the trouble-source turn in different order (lines 20
and 21). This attempt fails. It is followed with a multiple, whose two repair initiations target the city element of the trouble-source turn (2a/2b at lines 27–32 and 36). The first repair initiation in this multiple, a request for spelling (2a), fails either because Caller does not understand the request or he does not know how to spell. The second initiation (2b) is successful, as Caller’s repair operation includes a more native-like pronunciation “bremen” compared to the previous rendering as “blemen”. The favorable completion of this repair attempt is marked by a success marker and Telekom’s repetition of the repairable “ach BRE:MEN.” (“oh BRE:MEN.”) (line 41).

As the next repair activity, Telekom goes to work on the name of the particular institutional place being requested, thus zeroing in on a different part of the trouble-source turn. To resolve this repairable, another multiple with two repair initiations is necessary (3a/3b, lines 44 and 48). The first repair initiation in this multiple yields a general name of the institution “meldeamt” (“registration office”, line 46); however, Telekom needs more specification, as displayed in her candidate understanding “fern-meldeamt” (“long distance information office”, line 48). Caller confirms this and Telekom’s subsequent “moment” (line 51) indicates success in that she now displays having been supplied with sufficient information to comply with the request. However, although both coparticipants claim trouble resolution, their impression turns out to be wrong.

It is unclear what prompts Telekom to offer a further and different candidate understanding in line 54 “also telekom mein’n sie” (“so you mean telekom”); it might have been that Caller’s brief hesitation at line 53 (“eh”), after the prior multiple was already successfully completed, was sufficient for Telekom to surmise that Caller might want to withdraw his prior confirmation. Telekom proposes a new agency by the name “telekom”, thus replacing the prior “fernmeldeamt” (“long distance information office”). Apparently, Caller understands this name since at this time, he rejects Telekom’s candidate understanding and explains that he would like to move (line 57). This new piece of information helps Telekom, who now offers the name of a different agency “also die stadtverwaltung” (“so the city administration”, line 61). Caller confirms this by repeating “stadtverwaltung” (line 63). Telekom then marks successful trouble resolution by stating the entire request in its clarified version and by signaling that she can now move towards complying with the request: “die stadtverwaltung in bremen=gut kleinen moment” (“the city administration in bremen=okay just a moment”, lines 64 and 65). The call then proceeds by Telekom executing the request, Caller accepting it, and a conjoined closing in form of a thank-you sequence.

In sum, the repair consists of a total of seven repair initiations which can be grouped into a single initiation targeting the entire trouble-source turn, and three multiples, each focusing on a different part of the trouble-source turn. In breaking down the trouble-source turn into three distinct repairables (first the city, followed by the institution within the city, and then the particular agency), the repair-initiation turn speaker follows a strategy of separating the trouble into partial repairables, an approach already set up as a matrix by the institutional provisions of the telephone directory service. Structurally, the repair initiations follow an internal order. In the triple, each individual repair initiation is more specific than the previous one, and according to the same principle, in
each of the three multiples, the two repair initiations are ordered in increasing specificity, and each respective second repair operation is marked as successful-so-far, although this was done incorrectly in one case. These properties indicate that the seven repair-initiation turns are not ordered in a gradual, successive seven-step development towards overall trouble resolution; rather, the repair initiation turn speaker resorts to a strategy of divide-and-conquer in three steps, which are structurally composed of one multiple each.

From the perspective of the purpose of the call, several aspects of this interaction indicate that the seven repair initiations are oriented to as one interconnected repair activity. The underlying framework is Caller’s request for a telephone number, which turns out to become the trouble-source turn. The trouble-source turn (“T” in the transcript below), the first repair initiation (“I”) and the response to the seventh and last repair operation (“R”) build the following frame for the three multiples:

(11) (‘‘bremen meldeamt’’, partial transcript; English translation only)

T→ 10 Caller: uh: i- i would like uh::: r-
T→ 11 registration office blemen?
12 (0.2)

T→ 13 Caller: telephone number. .hh could you (ould)
T→ 14 me this telephone number?

I→ 15 Telekom: °.hh uh, i hardly understand you.°
I→ 16 in which city now?=
I→ 17 in berlin?

((47 lines left out))

R→ 64 Telekom: the city administratin in bremen=
65 Telkom: okay just a moment.

As already spelled out, the same trouble-source turn is involved throughout, though it is divided up and dealt with portion by portion. The trouble source turn and the first repair initiation, specifically the first initiation of the triple, build the starting frame. The frame-internal structure is that of three multiples, each with its distinct trouble-source and success marker. The transition from indicating generalized trouble to targeting specific elements is already made in the first repair initiation, in which the succession of three turn-constructional units gradually moves from a generalized to a maximally specific candidate understanding. Once specificity is established, the repair initiation turn speaker focuses on individual elements of the trouble-source turn. After the response to the seventh initiation, the Telekom speaker widens the focus again in that she formulates Caller’s entire request the way she now understands it before subsequently satisfying the request.
These repair initiations and operations have been analyzed in some detail to show that their internal structure is partially due to the particular institutional character of this interaction, but to a larger degree, to the limited command of German of one of the participants, which necessitates an elaborate set of actions to resolve trouble. Specifically, his low proficiency in pronunciation, speaking and comprehension result in a rather protracted and gradual path towards mutual understanding. In this endeavor, the institutional practice typical of a telephone directory service to divide a request into city and then into the place within the given city turns out to provide for a favorable scaffold.

These points have been offered in order to connect back to the central focus of this paper, namely membership categorization. Whereas in the previous cases, orientation to linguistic and regional characteristics was displayed in an overt fashion, in the data segment "blemen meldeamt" such orientation is displayed less overtly. The structural analysis provides arguments to support the hypothesis that the source of this repair lies in the Caller’s nonnative language production (pronunciation) and that trouble resolution is difficult and complex due to Caller’s low level comprehension and speaking skills. Thus, the structural features of this repair sequence are put forth as support for the argument that orientation to nonnativeness is done here in an implicit way. Like in the previous cases, this repair also features a diagnostic element; however, it functions in a different way.

2.7. Diagnosis

How can the claim that there is implicit membership categorization be sustained considering the following diagnosis by Telekom after the first multiple, i.e., after three repair initiations:

\begin{align*}
41 & \text{Telekom:} & \text{ach BRE:MEN.} & \text{oh BRE:MEN.} \\
42 & \text{Caller:} & \text{ja} & \text{yes}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
D \rightarrow 43 & \text{Telekom:} & \text{"bre::men. oh das kommt aber schlecht an."} \\
& & \text{"bre::men. oh that arrives but bad PRF."} \\
& & \text{"bre::men. oh that gets here very badly."}
\end{align*}

This diagnosis by the repair-initiation turn speaker occurs after the trouble rooted in the city name has been resolved. Telekom attributes the source of the trouble to a technical transfer problem, despite the fact that the recording of this call is perfectly clear and without acoustic inference. This apparent contradiction, as Schegloff (p.c.) proposes, can be accounted for by considering that repair problems are often used to mask other emerging issues of disagreement, misalignment or dispreference. One such example was presented above (excerpt (2) “staudn”), displayed again below in its English translation only.

In “blemen meldeamt”, Telekom is doing a familiar thing in an unfamiliar environment, viz., labeling the understanding problem as a different kind of problem, i.e., a technical transfer problem. In this way, she is coming to terms with something which otherwise is more delicate. Whereas a repair can be used to mask misalignment in the substance of the talk, in this case Telekom’s diagnosis masks the language problem of her coparticipant. This treatment of a pronunciation problem is very much the opposite of the treatment of a pronunciation issue by the repair initiation turn speaker in (5) “zee”. In “zee”, the speaker underscores the problem as a pronunciation problem, whereas in “blemen” she obscures the pronunciation problem. So, as Schegloff puts it, Telekom’s masking action is something not at all uncommon, yet it is done in a not so common environment.

In “blemen meldeamt”, a total of seven repair initiations make up the sequential complexity of the repair. The repair sequence from trouble-source turn to trouble resolution takes up 50 lines of transcript. Even more complex is the case of native/nonnative repair analyzed in Egbert et al., (in press), which takes up 145 lines of transcript. Such a degree of elaborateness and the frequency of such cases are unparalleled in other-initiated repair by interactants with native competency. The most complex instance in native interaction documented so far is Vöge (2000), where the elaborativeness of the repair sequence (a four-round multiple) seems to be due to acoustic interference rooting in technical transfer problems and an uncommon telephone opening.

Wong (in Wong and Olsher, 2000) poses the question to Schegloff whether “a generic component of conversation, namely, the organization of repair, might be differently constituted with respect to nonnative talk” (ibid: 120). To this question, Schegloff responds, “No, I don’t think that they’re differently constituted. I think that the product of the papers we are publishing together is, if anything, quite the contrary” (ibid). In the same vein, the analysis of “blemen meldeamt” indicates that the repair mechanism is both flexible and robust. It is flexible in that the elaborativeness of the structure can be analyzed as a stretching of the base structure to accommodate for the limited linguistic resources, and it is robust in that coparticipants apply it successfully even under very straining circumstances.

3. Concluding remarks

Using the conversation analytic method, this study has demonstrated different ways in which coparticipants engage in linguistic and regional membership categorizing in other-initiated repair sequences. In particular, Sacks’ concept of the MIR membership
categorizing device has been shown to provide an apt analytic basis to discover where interactants engage in membership categorizing, and some ways in which membership categorizing is interactionally achieved. In addition, a comparative approach between everyday conversation and interaction in which one participant has limited mastery of the language is used to account for extensive structural elaborateness.

In terms of who engages in membership categorizing, it turns out that in the context of other-initiated repair, a coparticipant can assign membership to him/herself or to other coparticipants. At the same time, this is a collaborative process in which membership categorizing can be assigned, rejected and insisted upon.

As to research methodology, this CA analysis sheds light on the concept of “nativeness” used in the debate on how CA may be a research tool for native/nonnative speaker interaction or intercultural communication. It is the coparticipants who co-construct interculturality by making relevant linguistic and regional categories in their momentary activity. Even when from an exogenous perspective, the researcher has access to potential criteria of category membership along linguistic and regional lines (such as in the “pättkusener”-segment, where each participant’s regional heritage and linguistic choice, their present habitat, and their family relations are known), the participants show which of these features are relevant to them at a specific moment in the interaction. This analysis may serve to stress that a researcher can rarely predict which of the ethnographic features of a person will become relevant to the person or to his/her interactants at a given moment in the social encounter.

The analysis supports Kasper’s (1995) challenge of the dichotomy of “native” versus “nonnative” speakers by showing that even among “native” speakers, specifics of language usage and residence are taken as a basis of membership categorization. Assuming that the speakers in repair segments 1–7 were to be considered “native” speakers of German, the analysis clearly breaks down this preconceived notion of “nativeness” and shows that we need to first examine the members’ categories before applying such categories from an endogeneous perspective. This calls for a research agenda where work in conversation analysis and second language acquisition needs to establish first how interactants themselves co-construct their linguistic, regional or ethnic membership.

The last conclusion to be drawn concerns the debate on CA’s aptness in dealing with “intercultural” or “foreign” language data. The results in this paper indicate that our practices of analysis yield results on the micro level of even minute aspects of the talk which can be reliably related to the macro level of linguistic and regional categories.
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